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1 ABSTRACT 

Our object-oriented software engineering environment, ADAM, is used for mechanical de
sign abstraction to support both conceptual design and CAD-model instantiation. At the 
conceptual design level, ADAM supports the representation of design intent and provides 
the framework needed to model feature inter-dependencies. ADAM allows: 

1. separation of design intent, feature specification and geometry instantiation from the 
representation of a part, 

2. design independence from the implementation environment, 
3. avenues for automated support of a standardized design process, and 
4. automatic code generation in a CAD-model instantiation language based upon concep

tual design abstractions. 

This fourth aspect provides the interface to CAD-model instantiation. ADAM is used 
in the modeling of a mechanical part in the domain of gas turbine engine design. Our view 
is that the designer should be free to represent a part based solely upon the features of 
the part, without concern as to how the part will be represented at implementation time. 
ADAM supports such feature-based modeling through a language-independent user inter
face. The representation of a mechanical part in ADAM is directly used to automatically 
generate source code which is used as a "front-end" to a CAD system to instantiate the 
model. The generated code is then used in the rendering of an image of the mechanical 
part in a CAD environment. This provides for both easy edits and portability, the former 
by using a text editor to modify the generated code, and the latter by creating additional 
code generators as interfaces to selected CAD systems. 

2 INTRODUCTION 

Our research builds upon feature-based design techniques within CAD/CAM software, 
examining the support that an object-oriented design environment can provide to both 
the conceptual design and CAD-model instantiation of mechanical part abstractions. Our 
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primary goal is to reduce the disparity between the minds-eye view a designer has of a 
mechanical part, and the CAD-model specific constructs needed to represent the part. 
We have addressed this problem within our object-oriented software engineering research 
environment, ADAM, which supports designers in modeling complex objects. Through 
the interface provided by ADAM, we allow design abstractions for the features commonly 
found in mechanical parts. This separation of concerns 

• allows designers to focus on the "what" of mechanical design rather than the "how", 
• aids in establishing a consistent approach to mechanical design, and 
• promotes the reusability of feature-based mechanical designs. 

After a conceptual design has been entered into the ADAM environment, CAD system 
specific source code is generated automatically. The generated source code is then used 
as input to the particular CAD environment in use, allowing for model instantiation. 

3 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

Our citations to the supporting literature on features are admittedly quite terse, so as 
to focus our emphasis upon the specific new issues expressed herein. The literature on 
features is now quite voluminous. Hence, there will be no attempt to effectively summarize 
it here. Rather, the reader is referred to a recent monograph (Shah and Mantyla, 1995), 
an excellent survey (Shah 1991) and selected papers (Mii.ntyla, Nau and Shah 1996), 
(Requicha 1996), (Rosen 1993) and (Shah and Rogers 1993). Collectively, these sources 
provide a rich set of references for the interested reader. 

In particular, this article uses the notion of feature substructuring (Ames 1991 ), (Faux 
1990) and (Rosen 1993), which can be summarized as a method for viewing a feature as 
an aggregation of several, more primitive sub-features. 

The distinctive aspect of our research is our use of code generation as a vehicle for 
integration of a software engineering environment with a CAD system. 

4 THE INDUSTRIAL PART 

To demonstrate the potential of the ADAM environment for modeling a feature-based 
design, a "real world" design problem was used as a test case. The test part (CDL, 1995) 
is a Center Drive Lathe (CDL) Fixture provided by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft (P&WA). 
After modeling the CDL fixture in ADAM, source code in the ICAD Design Language 
(IDL, an extension of Common LISP) (ICAD, 1995) is automatically generated. 

4.1 The CDL Fixture 

The CDL Fixture represents a design of moderate complexity which facilitates the manu
facture of disks and hubs used in gas turbine engines. The hub or disk is held in the center 
of the fixture by a set of clamps allowing it to be tooled on both sides simultaneously. 
P&WA uses the CDL Fixture as a standard benchmark for determining the applicability 
of parametric methodologies to its design domain. The CDL Fixture has a metal Base 
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Figure 1 CDL Fixture Modeled in Prototype. 
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having uniform thickness with its top view being an annulus (Figure 1 ). The inner diam
eter (ID) of the Base is a function of the diameter of the locating surface of the part to 
be machined. The outer diameter (OD) of the Base can be either 32 or 50 inches. 

The outer ring of through holes (Figure 1) facilitates the fixture's attachment to the 
Center Drive Lathe. The number of holes depends on the Base's OD. A clamp mount 
exists as the pair of a counter bore screw hole and a heel screw hole (Figure 1). Uniformly 
radially distributed clamps hold the part being machined to the CDL Fixture. The number 
of clamps is a function of the OD of the Base. The size and type (standard, custom and 
altered) of clamp depends on the part being machined. 

A manageable subset of the CDL Fixture was chosen so that our prototype consists of 
the Base, the hold down holes and holes for mounting the series of clamps (Figure 1). 

4.2 Targeted CAD Environment 

The methodology which our targeted CAD environment uses to represent a mechanical 
design abstraction facilitated the definition of the enhancements needed to ADAM. These 
enhancements allow ADAM to serve as an interface between a set of feature-based design 
objects, and the IDL language used by the CAD environment to model the mechanical 
part. 

IDL is object-based, allowing for the definition of object types ( defparts), association of 
methods and attributes with a defpart, and provides for two relationships of fundamen-
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tal importance to object-oriented design, the class-subclass (IS-A) relationship, and the 
component (HAS-A) relationship. The IS-A relationship between two object types holds 
when one is a specialized instance of the other, and the HAS-A relationship holds when 
one object type is a component of the other (Budd 1991 ). Both relationships are used to 
represent the various components in our test part. 

The CAD environment representation of each part contains data members, either de
clared locally or inherited via the IS-A relationship. When the part is being instantiated, 
values for each data member must be supplied either by: 

1. providing a pre-defined value for the data member via the attribute construct, 
2. using the input construct to force the CAD environment to prompt the user for an 

unalterable value for the data member, or 
3. using the choice-attribute construct to force the CAD environment to prompt the user 

for an alterable value for the data member. 

The input construct may only be given a value during instantiation if the defpart is being 
instantiated as the root of the instantiation tree, while the choice-attribute is prompted 
for whenever the defpart is instantiated, regardless of whether the defpart is the root of 
the instantiation tree. 

5 OVERVIEW OF ADAM 

The primary design environment used for the development of our benchmark test is the 
Active Design and Analysis Modeling (ADAM) system. ADAM is a graphic/textually 
based object-oriented design environment for development of software applications. The 
software designer specifies the application via distinct design phases which include defini
tion of object types, relationships, propagation, user role definition and user authorization. 
In addition, ADAM performs a variety of analysis operations which allow the application 
to be viewed from different perspectives at varying nesting levels. 

Model specification is through a user-friendly graphical user interface. Once specifica
tion of the application is complete, ADAM can automatically generate compilable code 
in a variety of languages including C++, ONTOS C++, Ada83, Ada95, Eiffel and our 
targeted Common LISP dialect (IDL). Additionally, ADAM is capable of automatically 
generating program documentation in both ascii and ~TEX. ADAM utilizes the Ontos 
object-oriented database to persistently store designs which can be retrieved and modified 
for incremental development. 

Application design in ADAM begins with the definition of object types and the in
heritance hierarchy (El Guemhioui, 1994). The user defines object types which appear 
graphically as icons in the development window. The emphasis of the present work was 
to extend ADAM so that the targeted IDL source code could be generated from the 
ADAM design. Due to the significance our targeted CAD environment places on defin
ing a mechanical part in terms of the components which make up the part, the HAS-A 
relationship was raised to a distinct phase in the ADAM design process, effectively replac
ing the Entity-Relationship phase (Ellis, 1994). More details on ADAM are available (El 
Guemhioui 1994), while an application to mechanical design has also been given (Peters, 
Demurjian, Ting and Glovin 1994). 
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6 MODELING THE CDL FIXTURE VIA ADAM 

Once the appropriate modeling subset was determined (Figure 1), the features of the CDL 
Fixture were identified by decomposing it into its constituent subsets. These include an 
annulus and three different types of holes: 

1. through holes, (Through.Holes) which facilitate the mounting of the Annulus to the 
Center Drive Lathe, 

2. counter bore screw holes, (CB...Screw..Holes) which accept a spring to hold the clamp a 
small distance away from the Base, 

3. heel screw holes, (Heel...Screw ..Holes) which lock the rear of the clamp in place. 

After determining the features of the CDL.Base, a prototype to design the CDL Fixture 
was created in ADAM. The identified features are defined as objects in a typical object
oriented inheritance hierarchy (Figure 2). 

6.1 The CDL Fixture Object-Type Hierarchy 

Figure 2 The CDLBase object-type inheritance hierarchy 

Each of the features in the modeling subset depicted in Figure 1 is added as an object 
type to the CDL...Base design (Figure 3). These include the Annulus, Heel...Screw..Hole and 
CB. Screw..Hole object types as well as the Radial Features described in Section 6.2. Data 
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(attributes) and behavior (methods), specific to each object type, are incorporated into the 
design and commonalities among various objects are generalized (Henderson and Taylor, 
1993) into common parents. For instance, both the Heel..ScrewJ:lole and CB_ScrewJ:lole 
object types have data and behavior common to ScrewJ:loles. This generalization adds 
to the extensibility of the design allowing future hole types to be easily added to the 
object-type hierarchy. 
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Figure 3 Method, Attribute, and Object Profiles for the ADAM CDL_Base object 

In ADAM, our profile structures allow the designer to communicate design information 
describing the behavior and state of the objects defined in the ADAM object-type hierar
chy. For the CDL.Base object type shown in Figure 2, Figure 3 depicts the ADAM user
interface of the profiles for the evaLsize method, the size attribute, and the CDL.Base 
object-type. The size attribute facilitates the design constraint that the CDLBase may 
have a diameter of either 32 or 50 inches. The evaLsize method allows interdependent 
objects, such as the ACM..Radial..Feature, to ensure proper radial distribution of screw 
holes, where the number of screw holes depends upon the diameter of the CDL_.Base. This 
design-time capture of such object interdependency knowledge has previously been ad
dressed (Brett, Peters, Demurjian and Needham 1996) and (Peters, Demurjian, Ting and 
Glavin 1994). The CDL..Base Object profile shows the attributes and methods that make 
up the CDL_Base object-type, as well as that the Feature design object is its super-type. 

The Feature object type represents an obvious generic class for our feature hierarchy, 
and serves to abstract the feature-based design objects from the targeted CAD environ
ment. After identifying the design objects, the designer populates the object-type inheri
tance hierarchy by choosing the ancestral relationships for the CAD-environment-specific 
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predefined object types. Inheritance from the CAD environment library of predefined clef
parts allows for the subsequent generation of code specific to the CAD environment. For 
example, in our targeted CAD environment, the Mount object type would need to inherit 
from a specific CAD environment predefined feature, in this case the predefined defpart 
Box. 

6.2 Interdependencies Between CDL Fixture Components 

After the design subset is chosen and its constituents identified, the design is analyzed 
to identify non-inheritance dependencies within the test piece. An example is the ring of 
Through_Holes (Figure 1) near the outer edge of the Annulus. Each of the holes is of the 
same type and lies an equal distance from the OD of the Annulus. From an object-oriented 
perspective, the ring of Through_Holes can be treated as a single ring, which we refer to 
as a RadiaL.Feature. Each RadiaL.Feature consists of a number of hole instances forming 
a one-to-many (represented in Figure 4 as 1-n) relationship (This modeling follows the 
spirit of sub-features). By encapsulating access to the individual holes, the modeler deals 
with all the of holes via the RadiaL.Feature. Direct access to the individual Through_Hole 
instances is not provided. The designer represents the distinct components of a part by 
using the (HAS_A) relationship phase of ADAM. The relationship phase is used to specify 
the object types which combine together to build up a complex mechanical part. 

As shown in Figure 4, the CDL_Base is actually a collection of components, specifically, 
an Annulus, a RadiaL.Feature, and an ACM Radial..Feature. The RadiaL.Feature is in 
turn composed of a specified number of Through_Holes, while an Altered_Clamp..Mount 
(ACM) Radial..Feature is composed of pairs of CB...ScrewJioles and Heel...ScrewJioles. 
The CB...Screw Jlole and the Heel...Screw Jiole are paired, within an Altered_Clamp..Mount, 
to facilitate the mounting of a single altered clamp. The collection of ACM..Radial..Feature 
"mount" instances is thus treated as a single ring. The two ring features (Radial..Feature 
and ACM..Radial..Feature) manage the number of object type instances and their distri
bution about the ring. This approach is extensible since the ring features could be generic 
objects capable of a modeling a ring distribution of any given object. 

6.3 Code Generation 

Once the design of a part has been developed using the ADAM environment, source code 
for IDL may be generated. Although every object type shown in Figure 2 corresponds 
to a generated IDL source code file, we display only the IDL code for the CDL_Base in 
Figure 5. 
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Figure 4 Diagram of all object-type relationships modeled in the CDL Prototype. 

As shown by the "( defpart CDL..Base(Tube) )" line indicated as LABEL 1 in Figure 5, 
the CDL_Base defpart uses mixin inheritance for the attributes and behavior of Tube, 
which is the corresponding CAD environment abstraction. Recall that the Feature object 
type in Figure 2 is used as generic placeholder for a predefined defpart that subsequently 
maps to the specific CAD environment targeted for code generation. Such generic place
holders essentially serve as "wrappers" to insulate the ADAM environment from the actual 
predefined defparts corresponding to the targeted CAD system. In the IDL source code 
example, Feature has been replaced by the predefined defpart Tube prior to code genera
tion. All of the attributes and behavior of the Tube defpart are inherited by the CDL..Base 
defpart. 

As discussed in Section 6.1, the evaLsize method of the CDL_Base defpart (Please see 
Figure 5, LABEL 4) is used to ensure proper radial distribution with the interdependent 
object, ACM..Radial..Feature. The representation of such an interdependency is an exam
ple of a propagation which is a subject of ongoing research in the ADAM environment. 
Note that both the The_Through_Holes (Please see Figure 5, LABEL 3) and Part..Mount 
components of the CDL_Base provide the designer with a ":quantify" method, which is 
used to indicate the exact number of holes corresponding to these Radial..Features, as well 
as a ":position" method which allows communication of how individual component parts 
are to be placed within the object, in this case the CDL..Base. In our IDL code example, 
:radius is a parameter to :quantify when the quantification type is :radial. In this case, 
the :num-thru-holes objects of type :Radial.Feature are arranged so that their centers are 
along a circle of radius (- (the :radius) 0.3), which in IDL translates to the radius of the 
parent (in this case, the CDL_Base) minus 0.3 units. Finally, ":normal-direction" specifies 
which face of a Through_Hole is normal to the base. 

After generation of the complete IDL source code corresponding to the feature abstrac-
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,, CDL_Base.lisp: The collection of CDL Fixture components 
,, CDL_Base uses mixin inheritance from supertype Tube. 

(defpart CDL_Base(Tube) 
:choice-attributes( 

:size (:context 'CDL_Base) 
:num-thru-holes (:context 'CDL_Base) 
;; end of choice-attributes 

:parts( 
(The_Through_Holes :type Radial_Feature 

:quantify(:radial (the: num-thru-holes) 
:radius (- (the :radius) 0.3) 
:normal-direction :front) 

:position( ... Designer-Specified-Parameters) 
,, end of part The_Through_Holes 

(The_Annulus :type Annulus 
,, :position( ... Designer-Specified-Parameters) 

) ;; end of part The_Annulus 

(Part_Mount :type ACM_Radial_Feature 
:quantify( ... Designer-Specified-Parameters) 

;; :position( ... Designer-Specified-Parameters) 
) ;; end of part_Mount 

) ;; end of parts 

:methods( 
;; (:eval_size() ( ... Designer-Specified-Method-Defn)) 

) ;; end of methods 
) ;; end of defpart CDL_Base 

Figure 5 Generated IDL Code for the CDL..Base 

LABEL 1 
LABEL 2 

LABEL 3 

LABEL 4 
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tions shown in Figure 3, the code is used as input to the targeted CAD environment. 
Note the "choice-attributes" (Please Figure 5, LABEL 2) used at the beginning of the 
defpart for the CDL_Base. Recall from Section 4.2 that a choice-attribute is a mechanism 
by which a designer expresses the desire to have the CAD system prompt the user for 
a value for this attribute while the part is being graphically displayed. This allows the 
designer to delay the binding of a value to an attribute until the part is actually being 
visualized. A choice-attribute also may be altered by the CAD user after the part has been 
displayed to allow for modification of the portion of the design that the choice-attribute 
effects as part of the iterative design process. Without the choice-attribute construct, the 
designer would have to either provide a value for every attribute field at design-time, and 
regenerate the corresponding source code each time a design modification is made, or use 
the input construct which limits where instantiation can occur to the root of the Feature 
tree. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Our prototype efforts have been well received by our industrial collaborators as offering the 
advantage of improved abstraction of the conceptual design, which particularly enhances 
the productivity of novice designers. The automatic code generation capabilities of ADAM 
allow the designer to focus on the conceptual issues behind a design, rather than becoming 
entangled in LISP-dialect syntactical issues. Our object-oriented design abstractions also 
provide a viable route for feature-based reuse between designs. We expect to validate and 
refine this methodology by testing it on other industrial part data. 

Consideration is being given to expanding our ADAM relationship design phase to per
mit the designer to store the IDL parameters needed to allow automatic code-generation 
for the positioning and quantification of component parts. Additionally, this prototype 
developed several candidate approaches as to how to model a CAD design methodology 
in ADAM. We will use these as a basis for examining the degree of independence that can 
be attained from the specific CAD methodology. Further investigation is needed to deter
mine whether the CAD environment representation of a mechanical part can be made to 
be independent from the corresponding ADAM feature-based design representation. 
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